We have been learning about walking safely around school. We showed our understandings by drawing what we do with our bodies to be safe.

We have been cooking playdough and pancakes. This is just one way we learn maths in Kinder. We also learn lots of social skills.

We filled crosses with coloured cellophane and discussed how the light shining through the crosses looks different throughout the day.

In Prep we were very excited to have our own Easter egg hunt. We unfortunately did not find the Easter bunny, but we did find lots of yummy Easter eggs. We had a great time searching for Easter eggs, and everyone found their eggs. A very big thank you to the P&F for making the Easter egg hunt possible.
In Grade Four we are trying out ‘Good-Fit Books’. ‘Good-Fit’ books are the same as ‘Good-Fit’ shoes. We need to pick the right book for our enjoyment, comfort and interests.

We have also worked on our stamina of reading-to-self to improve our reading.

What a start to the Year in Gr 5 and Gr 6

English, History and ICT skills

Learning about the new iPad program

Applying our knowledge to our Piet Mondrain work

Hanging around at St. James for the 5/6 Taster Day